
UNITED STATES 


SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 


WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549 


DIVISION OF 

CORPORATION FINANCE 

March 5, 2013 

Beverly L. O'Toole 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 
beverly .otoole@gs.com 

Re: 	 The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 

Incoming letter dated January 16, 2013 


Dear Ms. O'Toole: 

This is in response to your letter dated January 16, 2013 concerning the 
shareholder proposal submitted to Goldman Sachs by CtW Investment Group. We also 
have received a letter on the proponent's behalf dated January 30, 2013. Copies ofall of 
the correspondence on which this response is based will be made available on our website 
at httj>://www.sec.gov/divisions/cox:pfm/cf-noaction/14a-8.shtml. For your reference, a 
briefdiscussion of the Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder proposals is 
also available at the same website address. 

Sincerely, 

TedYu 
Senior Special Counsel 

Enclosure 

cc: 	 Cornish F. Hitchcock 

Hitchcock Law Firm PLLC 

conh@hitchlaw.com 
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March 5, 2013 

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel 
Division of Comoration Finance 

Re: 	 The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 
Incoming letter dated January 16, 2013 

The proposal requests that the board adopt a policy that, whenever possible, the 
board's chairman should be a director who has not previously served as an executive 
officer of the company and who is "independent" ofmanagement, as defined in the 
proposal. 

We are unable to concur in your view that Goldman Sachs may exclude the 
proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(3). We are unable to conclude that the proposal is so 
inherently vague or indefinite that neither the shareholders voting on the proposal, nor the 
company in implementing the proposal, would be able to determine with any reasonable 
certainty exactly what actions or measures the proposal requires. Accordingly, we do not 
believe that Goldman Sachs may omit the proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on 
rule 14a-8(i)(3). 

Sincerely, 

Tonya K. Aldave 
Attorney-Adviser 



DIVISIO'N OF CORPORATiON FINANCE 

INFORMAL PROCEDURES REGARDING S~HOLDER PROPOSALS 


. . 

T~e Division of Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility wi~ respect to 
Il)atters arising under Rule l4a-8 [ 17 CFR240.14a:-8], as with other niatters under the proxy 
.rules, is to ·a~d those ~ho inust comply With the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions 
and to determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a particular matter to_ 
recommen~.enforcement action to the Commission. In COD:fiection with a shareholder proposal 
~der Rule .14a-8, the Division's.staff considerS th~ iriformation ~rnished to it ·by the Company 
in support of its intention tQ exclude ~e proposals fro~ the Company's proxy materials, a<\ well 
as any inform~tion fumis_hed by the proponent or· the propone~t's representative. 

. AlthOugh Rule l4a-8(k) does not require any. commmucations from Shareholders to the 
C~nuD.issiort's ~,the staff will alW<:tys.consider information concerning alleged violations of 
the statutes a~inistered by the-Conunission, including argtunent as to whether or notactivities 
propos~ to be taken ·would be violative·ofthe·statute or nile inv:olved. The receipt by the staff 
ofsuch information; however, should not be construed as changing the staff's informal · 
procedureS and· ·proxy reyiew into a formal or adversary procedure. 

It is important to note that the staffs and. Commissio~'s no-action responses to 
Rule 14a:..8G)submissions reflect only inforni.al views. The d~terminations-reached in these no
actio~ l~tters do not ~d cannot adjudicate the ~erits ofa con:tpany's pos~tion With respect to the 
proposal. Only acourt such a5 a U.S. District Court.can decide .whethe~.a company i~ obligated 

.. to include shareholder.proposals in its proxy materials·~ Accor<f:ingly a discre.tionary 
determiimtion not to recommend or take- Co~ission enforcement action, does not pr~clude a 
pr-oponent, or any shareholder ofa -company, from pursuing any rights be or sh<? may have against 
the company in court, should the manag~ment omit the proposal from 'the company's .proxy 
·material. 
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HITCHCOCK LAw FIRM PLLc 
561 4 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, NW • No. 304 


WASHINGTON, D.C. 20015-2604 

(202) 489-4813 • FAX: (202) 315-3552 


CORNISH F. HrTCHCOCK 

E-MAIL: CONH@HrTCHLAW.COM 

30 January 2013 

Office of the Chief Counsel 

Division of Corporation Finance 

Securities & Exchange Commission 

100 F Street, N.E. 

Washington, D.C. 20549 Via e-mail 


Re: Request for no-action relief from Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 

(incoming letter dated 16 January 2013) (CtW Investment Group) 


Dear Counsel: 

I write on behalf of CtW Investment Group, which submitted the proposal at 
issue here (the ''Proposal") to Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. ("Goldman Sachs" or the 
"Company''). Goldman Sachs has sought no-action relief as to this Proposal, but for 
the reasons stated below, we respectfully ask the Division to deny that relief. 

The Proposal and Goldman Sachs' objections. 

The Proposal asks Goldman Sachs to adopt a policy that, wherever possible, 
the chairman of the board shall be a director who has not previously served as an 
executive officer of the company and who was "independent" of management under 
certain criteria set forth in the resolution. The Proposal is similar to dozens of 
proposals that have been filed and voted over the past decade at a variety of 
companies. There is investor support for this concept; Institutional Shareholder 
Services calculates that these proposals average a "yes" vote exceeding 30 percent 
in recent years. At some companies, shareholders have adopted this proposal (e.g., 
Moody's, 53% favorable, Form 8-K (25 April2011)). 

Where this Proposal differs from others, however, is that prior proposals 
defmed "independence" by referring to rules of a trading platform such as the New 
York Stock Exchange ("NYSE"). In several letters last year, the Division decided 
that an unexplained reference to NYSE independence standards could render a 
proposal impermissibly vague and indefmite under Rule 14a-8(i)(3), e.g., Cardinal 
Health, Inc. (6 July 2012); Wellpoint, Inc. (24 February 2012), even though no-action 
relief was denied in other cases, e.g., Pepsico, Inc. (2 February 2012); Reliance Steel 
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& Aluminum (2 February 2012). To avoid the risk of exclusion, therefore, this 
Proposal omits any reference to NYSE standards, although doing so opens the text 
of the Proposal to the sort of quibbling in which the Company engages here. 

Discussion. 

Goldman Sachs identifies six verbal formulations that it finds unduly vague 
or indefinite under the (i)(3) exclusion. We take each point in turn. 

1. Who or what is an "affiliate" of Goldman Sachs or someone "affiliated 
with" Goldman Sachs under the proposed criteria? The Company suggests that the 
concept of an affiliation can have multiple meanings, but in its quest to conjure up 
confusion out of clarity, the Company fails to consider the most obvious 
interpretation: The Proposal would cover any affiliation with a Goldman Sachs 
advisor or consultant, or with a company or non-profit that receives a certain sum 
from Goldman Sachs, or a relationship with a Goldman Sachs affiliate. 

Thus the Company's objection is not to the clarity of the word "affiliate," but 
to its breadth - and that is not a basis for excluding language under the (i)(3) 
exclusion. Indeed, one has to wonder if Goldman Sachs truly believes that the 
unadorned use of the word "affiliate" is a breach of the securities laws, given the 
liberality with which the Company's last proxy statement used "affiliates," 
"affiliation" and "affiliated" without ever defming the terms.1 Similarly, the 
corporate governance rules in the NYSE Listed Company Manual (with which 
Goldman Sachs must comply) use "affiliate" or "affiliated" without a definition.2 

Finally, we note that the Division recently rejected precisely the same 
vagueness objections as to "affiliate" in Verizon Communications, Inc. (18 January 
2013) (Cohen). Goldman Sachs offers nothing new to distinguish that letter. 

1 See, e.g., p. 20 (information about director independence determined by reference to a 
director's connection with "Goldman Sachs and its affiliates and subsidiaries"); p. 55 
(referring to officer or director accounts with the Company's "broker/dealer affiliates"); p. 
55 (distributions to "executive officers (or persons or entities affiliated with them)j; p. 56 
("Affiliates of Goldman Sachs generally bear overhead and administrative expenses"); p. 60 
(''We and our affiliates provide ordinary course fmancial advisory, lending, investment 
banking and other financial services to Berkshire Hathaway Inc. and its affiliates''). 

2 See Rule 303A.09 ("Similar concerns may be raised when the listed company makes 
substantial charitable contributions to organizations in which a director is affiliated, or 
enters into consulting contracts with (or provides other indirect forms of compensation to) 
a director."); Rule 312.03(b)(2) (shareholder approval needed for issuing certain stock to a 
"subsidiary, affiliate or the other closely related person of a Related Party"). 
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2. What is meant by a director who "had a personal service contract(s) with 
Goldman Sachs"? The ambiguity is said to lie in failing to identify what kind of 
"personal services" contract" is contemplated, particularly in light of some of the 
other proposed criteria. The Company correctly notes that this criterion seeks to 
pick up some kind of contractual relationship beyond a director's service as a 
director (whether a director has a "contract" to serve as a director is never stated), 
but there are some distinctions between this criterion and the others, despite the 
Company's attempt to claim that there are none. 

This criterion focuses on a director's personal relationship with "Goldman 
Sachs or its senior management," which would thus disqualify not only people with 
a contract to provide services to the Company, but also to individual managers, e.g., 
the CEO's attorney. This contrasts with the first criterion, which can disqualify a 
director who may not have a personal services contract, or who may not be acting 
personally as an adviser or consultant, but who is simply "affiliated with a company 
that was an adviser or consultant to Goldman Sachs." 

3. Goldman Sachs next objects that the seven criteria are linked by the word 
"and," arguing that the wording is vague because a director would be disqualified 
only if he or she failed to meet all seven criteria. Read in context, however, the text 
clearly indicates that failure to satisfy any of these criteria would be disqualifying. 
The only example the Company gives -that a director might satisfy the first six, 
but not the seventh- is an impossibility. The frrst six factors relate to an 
individual director's current or recent ties to the Company, while the seventh 
criterion refers to the ties of a person other than a director with that director. 

Nor can the Proposal be read to suggest that only some of these factors would 
be disqualifying, as that could produce absurd results, e.g., one could be considered 
an "independent" chairman if, within the past three years, one was employed by 
Goldman Sachs, currently works as an adviser to Goldman Sachs, and sits on the 
board of a non-profit that receives over $2 million annually from Goldman Sachs. 

All that being said, and without conceding the point, the proponent is willing 
to change "and" to "or" if the Division deems such a change to be necessary. 

4. Goldman Sachs finds ambiguity in the first test, which asks whether the 
director "was, or was affiliated with, a company that was an advisor or consultant 
to Goldman Sachs." The objection is that this reads as if a director could be "a 
company'' instead of a natural person, although Goldman Sachs concedes that the 
ambiguity could simply be a matter of misplaced commas. The latter point is 
correct, and the proponent is willing to change the text to read "was, or was 
affiliated with a company that was, an advisor or consultant to Goldman Sachs." 

Nonetheless, even with that change, the Company argues that there is 
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ambiguity in terms of the relationship between this criterion and the next one 
dealing with a "personal services" contract. We have explained previously why 
there is daylight between the two proposed criteria and why one may pick up 
relationships that the other does not. This objection should thus be overruled. 

5. Goldman Sachs next argues that the Proposal is ambiguous as to when 
the three-year lookback period begins. Is it calendar years? Fiscal years? A rolling 
three-year period from when the chairmanship is to be fliled? From the time of 
independence determinations for all directors? The obvious answer- and the most 
natural reading of the text- is three years from the time when one may enter into 
service as chairman. The simple use of the phrase "last three years" should 
eliminate any notion that the proposal is limited to calendar years or :fiscal years, 
both of which would create a disqualification period that differs from "three years." 
Looking at the time that independence is determined makes no sense either, 
because the Proposal does not seek to disqualify a "non-independent" person from 
serving as a director- only becoming chairman. Thus, determinations as to 
independence that are made for purposes of complying with exchange listing rules 
may or may not inform the board's decision as to a director's qualifications for 
chairman at the time a vacancy occurs. 

That said, and without conceding the point, we are willing to change the 
phrase "during the last three years" to "during the three year period before the 
election of a chairman" if the Division believes than an amendment is needed. 

6. The final objection is to the fourth criterion, which asks if a director had a 
''business relationship with Goldman Sachs worth at least $100,000 annually." 
This objection echoes the same vagueness objection that the Division rejected a few 
days ago in Verizon Communications, supra. The Company says that one must 
determine exactly what kind of business relationship and exactly how to measure a 
$100,000 relationship, but in doing so it fails to consider the most obvious 
interpretation - the Proposal covers any kind of business relationship that is worth 
$100,000 under any measure. 

Conclusion. 

We respectfully ask the Division to deny Goldman Sachs the requested no
action relief. Thank you for your consideration of these points. Please feel free to 
contact me if there is further information that we can provide. 

Very truly yours, 

Is/ 
Cornish F. Hitchcock 

cc: Beverly L. O'Toole Esq. 



--------------------···------ -----------·----·-··-·· 

200 West Street I New York, New York 1 0282 

Tel: 212-357-1584 I Fax: 212-428-91031 e-mail: beverly.otoole@gs.com 


Beverly L. O'Toole 

Managing Director 

Associate General Counsel 
 Goldman 

Sachs 

January 16, 2013 

Via E-Mail to shareholdemroposals@sec.gov 

Securities and Exchange Commission 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Office of Chief Counsel 
100 F Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20549 

Re: 	 The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 
 
Reguest to Omit Shareholder Proposal of CtW Investment Group 
 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the 
"Exchange Act"), The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the "Company"), 
hereby gives notice of its intention to omit from the proxy statement and form of proxy for the 
Company's 2013 Annual Meeting of Shareholders (together, the "2013 Proxy Materials") a 
shareholder proposal (including its supporting statement, the "Proposal") received from CtW 
Investment Group (the "Proponent"). The full text of the Proposal and all other relevant 
correspondence with the Proponent are attached as Exhibit A. 

The Company believes it may properly omit the Proposal from the 2013 Proxy Materials 
for the reasons discussed below. The Company respectfully requests confirmation that the staff 
of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff') of the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(the "Commission") will not recommend enforcement action to the Commission if the Company 
excludes the Proposal from the 2013 Proxy Materials. 

This letter, including the exhibits hereto, is being submitted electronically to the Staff at 
shareholderproposals@sec.gov. Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j), we have filed this letter with the 
Commission no later than 80 calendar days before the Company intends to file its definitive 2013 
Proxy Materials with the Commission. A copy of this letter is being sent simultaneously to the 
Proponent as notification of the Company's intention to omit the Proposal from the 2013 Proxy 
Materials. 

Securities and Investment Services Provided by Goldman, Sachs & Co. 

mailto:shareholderproposals@sec.gov
mailto:shareholdemroposals@sec.gov
mailto:beverly.otoole@gs.com
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I. The Proposal 

The resolution included in the Proposal reads as follows: 

"RESOLVED: The stockholders ofGoldman Sachs (the "Company") ask the board of 
directors to adopt a policy that, whenever possible, the board's chairman should be a director 
who has not previously served as an executive officer ofthe Company and who is "independent" 
ofmanagement. For these purposes, a director shall not be considered "independent" if, during 
the last three years, he or she

-was, or was affiliated with, a company that was an advisor or consultant to Goldman 
Sachs; 

-was employed by or had a personal service contract(s) with Goldman Sachs or its senior 
management; 

-was affiliated with a company or non-profit entity that received the greater of$2 million 
or 2% ofits gross annual revenues from Goldman Sachs; 

-had a business relationship with Goldman Sachs worth at least $100,000 annually; 
-has been employed by a public company at which an executive officer ofGoldman Sachs 

serves as a director; 
-had a relationship ofthe sorts described herein with any affiliate ofGoldman Sachs; and 
-was a spouse, parent, child, sibling or in-law ofany person described above. 

The policy should be implemented without violating any contractual obligation and should 
specify how to select an independent chairman ifa current chairman ceases to be independent 
between annual shareholder meetings. Compliance with the policy may be excused ifno 
independent director is available and willing to be chairman." 

The supporting statement included in the Proposal is set forth in Exhibit A. 

II. Reasons for Omission 

The Company believes that the Proposal properly may be excluded from the 2013 Proxy 
Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(3), because the Proposal is inherently vague and indefinite, 
contrary to Rule 14a-9. 

Rule 14a-8(i)(3) permits the exclusion of proposals and supporting statements that are 
"contrary to any of the Commission's proxy rules, including Rule 14a-9, which prohibits 
materially false or misleading statements in proxy soliciting materials." As the Staff explained 
in StaffLegal Bulletin 14B (Sept. 15, 2004), Rule 14a-8(i)(3) permits the exclusion of all or part 
of a shareholder proposal or the supporting statement if, among other things, the company 
demonstrates that "the resolution contained in the proposal is so inherently vague or indefinite 
that neither the stockholders voting on the proposal, nor the company in implementing the 
proposal (if adopted), would be able to determine with any reas.onable certainty exactly what 
actions or measures the proposal requires." 
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The Staff has concurred that a proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) where a key 
term of the proposal is left undefined or a material provision of, the proposal is drafted such that 
it is subject to multiple interpretations. For example, in Boeing Co. (Recon. Mar. 2, 2011), the 
Staff concurred with the exclusion of a proposal under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) as vague and indefinite 
that requested that the issuer encourage senior executives to relinquish "preexisting executive 
pay rights" because the proposal did not define or otherwise provide guidance regarding how the 
term "preexisting executive pay rights" would apply to the company's various compensation 
programs); see also General Electric Company (Jan. 23, 2003) (concurring with the exclusion of 
a proposal seeking "an individual cap on salaries and benefits of one million dollars for G.E. 
officers and directors" because it failed to define "benefits" or otherwise provide guidance on 
how benefits should be measured); Bank ofAmerica Corp. (Feb. 22, 2010) (concurring with the 
exclusion of a proposal that called for the creation of a board committee on "US Economic 
Security" because the proposal did not define the term "US Economic Security" and offered only 
limited guidance on the committee's responsibilities). Likewise, in Bank Mutual Corp. (Jan. 11, 
2005), the Staff concurred with the exclusion of a shareholder proposal that "a mandatory 
retirement age be established for all directors upon attaining the age of 72 years" because it was 
unclear whether the mandatory retirement age was to be 72 years or whether the mandatory 
retirement age would be determined when a director attained the age of 72 years. The rationale 
for treating an ambiguously drafted proposal as materially misleading is that, as the Staff 
observed in Fuqua Industries, Inc. (Mar. 12, 1991), ambiguity creates the risk that "any action 

· ultimately taken by the [c]ompany upon implementation could be significantly different from the 
actions envisioned by shareholders voting on.the proposal." The Staff also noted the company's 
position in Fuqua that the "meaning and application of terms and conditions ... in the proposal 
would have to be made without guidance from the proposal and would be subject to differing 
interpretation." 

The Company believes that the Proposal is impermissibly vague and indefinite in the 
 
following respects: 
 

Use ofundefined key terms. The Proposal asks the Company's board of directors (the 
"Board") to adopt a policy requiring that, whenever possible, the Board's chairman be a director 
who has not previously served as an executive officer of the Company and who is "independent" 
of management. The Proposal then goes on to provide that a director shall not be considered to 
be independent if, during the last three years, the director meets seven tests. 

The term "affiliate" or "affiliated" is used in three of the seven tests. This term is not 
defined in the Proposal, even though it is fundamental to the scope of the Proposal. It is possible 
to interpret "affiliate" in many different ways. By utilizing such a fundamental term without 
providing a definition, the Proposal leaves shareholders, the Board and the Company with no 
choice but to guess what "affiliate" means. It can be limited to a scenario where the director is a 
control person (such as a director, executive officer or a controlling owner) of the other 
company, similar to the definition of "affiliate" provided in Rule 12b-2 under the Exchange Act. 
Alternatively, it could be used in amore informal way to include situations where the director is 
even a minority owner of such other company, a non-executive: employee of the other company 
or holds some other indirect ownership stake or participation interest in such other company. The 
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range of entities covered by the definition of independence in the Proposal is critical to its 
implementation, and the Proposal is so vague and unclear in this regard that shareholders would 
not know what they are voting on and the Company would not know how to implement the 
Proposal. 

In addition, the second test relates to a director who "was employed by or had a personal 
service contract(s) with Goldman Sachs or its senior management." Here again, the Proposal 
does not define "personal service contract," and shareholders and the Board are left speculating 
what that· term means. Based on the context, it appears that the term is intended to go beyond 
employment with the Company but it is unclear what additional role the term is attempting to 
capture. It is especially diff1cult to figure out the meaning of the term in this context where each 
director of the Company performs services for the Company as a director and is compensated 
therefor. Presumably, the Proponent does not intend to exclude any director that receives 
compensation for his or her services as a director from becoming the chairperson of the Board, 
though the Proposal does not carve out this situation. Finally, as discussed further below, the 
interplay between the first and second tests is confusing in that a broad reading of "personal 
services contract" would seem to render superfluous the specific reference in the first test to 
advisory and consulting services (to the extent the first test applies to personal services at all). 
Accordingly, shareholders and the Company are left in the untenable position of having to 
speculate as to the scope of the second test. 

Ambiguity concerning number oftests director must pass to be "independent" under 
the proposal. The list of tests in the Proposal is conjunctive, not disjunctive- that is, the seven 
tests are connected by the word "and" not the word "or". Based on a straightforward reading of 
the text of the Proposal, the director would not be deemed to be independent only if the director 
meets all seven tests. Based on that reading of the Proposal, a director would be excluded from 
serving as a chairperson on!y if the director meets the first six tests and also has a "spouse, 
parent, child, sibling or in-law" that meets the first six tests. It is also possible that the Proponent 
mistakenly used "and" instead of "or", and actually intended to' exclude a director that meets any 
one of the seven tests from being considered independent. Another potential interpretation is 
that the list of seven tests is intended as a list of independence factors to be considered, and that 
satisfaction of a significant number of the tests (or maybe a majority of the seven tests) is 
required in order for the director to be prohibited from serving as chairman. Regardless of the 
intent of the Proponent, this fundamental ambiguity could lead to different interpretations among 
shareholders voting on the Proposal, and any action ultimately taken by the Company to 
implement the Proposal, if it passes, could be significantly different from that intended by the 
Proponent or some or all of the shareholders voting on the Proposal. 

Ambiguous first test. The Proposal provides that a director shall not be considered to be 
independent if, "during the last three years, he or she" meets specified tests. The first test is 
whether the director "was, or was affiliated with, a company that was an advisor or consultant to 
Goldman Sachs." This test is vague and misleading for several reasons. First, read literally, the 
Proposal gives the impression that a company can act as a director of the Company, despite the 
fact that, under Section 141 of the Delaware General Corporation Law, only natural persons may 
be directors of Delaware corporations. Of course, this could be a matter of misplaced commas; 
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1the Proponent may have intended to say "was, or was affiliated with a company that was, an 
advisor or consultant." This, however, seems to encompass the type of personal service 
relationship addressed by the second test- in other words, if the second test already prohibits all 
personal service contracts between the director and the Company, it is unclear what is added by 
the focus in the first test on advisory or consulting services. Alternatively, the reference to the 
director being "a company" that provides advisory or consulting services could be intended to 
pick up a sole proprietorship through which the director provides such services to the Company, 
under the theory that the second test would not pick up such a structure since it is not a "personal 
service." The variety of differing interpretations of this language makes it impossible to know 
with certainty what is contemplated by the Proposal. 

Measurement ofthree-year look-back period. Another ambiguity in the Proposal is that 
it provides that a director shall not be considered independent if he or she meets the tests "during 
the last three years." The Proposal, however, does not specify how such three-year period should 
be measured. Does it mean the prior three calendar years or the prior three fiscal years? 
Alternatively, the Proposal could mean that the tests must be applied as of each day that the 
chairman is serving in that position, based on a rolling three-year period immediately preceding 
that day. Or the "three-year" independence determination contemplated by the Proposal could 
refer to the time at which the Board makes its independence determinations. Given the lack of 
clarity, shareholders, in voting on the Proposal, and the Company, in implementing it, 
necessarily would have to make numerous and significant assumptions as to what exactly the 
Proposal contemplates. 

Measurement ofdollar value thresholds. The fourth independence test relates to a 
director who, during the last three years, had "a business relationship with Goldman Sachs worth 
at least $100,000 annually." Once again, the Proposal is vague and unclear on what "worth at 
least $100,000 annually" means or what a "business relationship" means. It is unclear whether 
"worth at least $100,000 annually" is referring to revenues, net profits or some other accounting 
or financial measure, and whether the "fair value" of the business relationship must be 
determined in order to establish the "worth" of the relationship. Does the "business relationship" 
mean as an employee, an executive or a director? Leaving aside the question of how to calculate 
"worth," does the reference to "at least $100,000 annually" mean that the relationship would 
have to achieve that worth in each of the last three years? Or in any of the last three years? Or, 
since it is a "worth" test (not a "revenue" test), at any single point in the last three years? This is 
yet another aspect of the Proposal that is so inherently vague and unclear that shareholders and 
the Company have no reasonable basis of determining exactly what actions or measures the 
Proposal requires. 

For all of the foregoing reasons, the Company respectfully requests that the Staff concur 
that the Proposal may be excluded from the 2013 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule l4a-8(i)(3). 

* * * 
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Should you have any questions or if you would like any additional information regarding 
the foregoing, please do not hesitate to contact me (212-357-1584; Beverly.OToole@gs.com). 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

Attachment 

cc: Michael Pryce-Janes, Senior Research Analyst, CtW Investment Group (via email) 

mailto:Beverly.OToole@gs.com
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CtW Investment Group 

December 13, 2012 

VIA OVERNIGHT MAIL, FAX (646-446-0330) and Email (Mr. Dane Holmes) 

John F.W. Rogers, 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 
200 West Street 
New York, New York 10282 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

On behalf of the CtW Investment Group (" CtW"), I hereby submit the enclosed shareholder 
proposal (" Proposal") for inclusion in the Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. ("Company") proxy 
statement to be circulated to Company shareholders in conjunction with the next annual meeting 
of shareholders. The Proposal is submitted under Rule 14( a)-8 (Proposals of Security Holders) of 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission's proxy regulations. 

Ct W is the beneficial owner of shares of voting common stock of the Company in excess of 
$2,000 and has held the shares for over one year. 

The Proposal requests that the company appoint an independent chairperson. 

CtW intends to hold the shares through the date of the Company's next annual meeting of 
 
shareholders. The record holder ofthe stock will provide the appropriate verification of the 
 
Fund's beneficial ownership by separate letter. Either the undersigned or a designated 
 
representative will present the Proposal for consideration at the annual meeting of shareholders. 
 

If you have any questions or wish to discuss the Proposal, please contact Mr. Michael Pryce
lones, Senior Research Analyst at 202-721-6079 or at michael.pryce-jones@changetowin.org. 
Copies of correspondence or a request for a "no-action" letter should be forwarded to Mr. Pryce
lones in care ofthe CtW Investment Group, 1900 L St. NW, Suite 900, Washington, DC 20036. 

lN[1~ 
Wi;liam ~jtterson 

Director, CtW Investment Group 
 

Cc: Mr. Dane Holmes, Ms Bess Joffe 

1900 L Street NW, Suite 900 W ashington, DC 20036 I 330 W . 42nd Street, Suite 900 N ew York, NY 10036 
 
202-721-6060 
 

www.dwinvestmentgroup.com 
 

http:www.dwinvestmentgroup.com
mailto:michael.pryce-jones@changetowin.org


RESOLVED: The stockholders of Goldman Sachs (the "Company") ask the board of directors to adopt 
a policy that, whenever possible, the board's chairman should be a director who has not previously 
served as an executive officer of the Company and who is "independent" of management. For these 
purposes, a director shall not be considered "independent" if, during the last three years, he or she 

- was, or was affiliated with, a company that was an advisor or consultant to Goldman Sachs; 
- was employed by or had a personal service contract(s) with Goldman Sachs or its senior 

management; 
- was affiliated with a company or non-profit entity that received the greater of $2 million or 2% 

of its gross annual revenues from Goldman Sachs; 
- had a business relationship with Goldman Sachs worth at least $100,000 annually; 
- has been employed by a public company at which an executive officer of Goldman Sachs 

serves as a director; 
-had a relationship of the sorts described herein with any affiliate of Goldman Sachs; and 
-was a spouse, parent, child, sibling or in-law of any person described above. 

The policy should be implemented without violating any contractual obligation and should specify how 
to select an independent chairman if a current chairman ceases to be independent between annual 
shareholder meetings. Compliance with the policy may be excused if no independent director is 
available and willing to be chairman. 

Supporting Statement 

The Company's CEO currently serves as the company's chairman. In our view, the chairman should be 
an independent director to promote the robust oversight and accountability of management, and to 
provide effective deliberation of corporate strategy, something we believe is difficult to accomplish 
when the most senior executive also serves as the board's leader. Even with robust responsibilities, we 
believe the position of a lead independent director is inadequate to this task because competing or 
conflicting responsibilities for board leadership remain with the chairman/CEO. 

In our opinion, these considerations are especially important at financial services companies as they 
negotiate a very changed economic and regulatory environment from just a few years ago. Independent 
board leadership is critical, we believe, to ensure shareholder interests are upheld as boards address the 
strategic implications of higher capital requirements, determine appropriate risk tolerances, and address 
the heightened scrutiny of regulatory and law enforcement agencies, including the conduct of 
investigations into improper practices which have recently caused great reputational damage to the firm. 

In the midst of such scrutiny, we believe an independent chairman can be invaluable in ensuring that the 
company maintains good communications and credibility with key stakeholders. Genuinely independent 
oversight is impossible when the chief executive is also the one who sets the board's agenda, leads 
discussions during board meetings, and determines the quantity, quality and timing of information 
provided to directors. 



DEC-20-2012 17:27 From: To:16464460330 

MorganSta n ley 
SmithBarney 

To: JoM Rogers 	 From: James McClelland 

F~tx: 646-446·0330 	 Pages: 1wjcover 

Phone: 	 Date: 12/20/12 

Re: 	 CC: 

!:J Urgent !:J For Jteview Cl Please Comment Cl Please Reply Cl Please 

Recycle 

• 	 Comments: 

Hi, 

As per your request. 

Cpnfldentialitv Notipe: The information contairtet;J In this fax and any attachments may be legally privilfJgetl and confidential. If you 
are not an Intended recipierll, you are hereby notified thbt ~ny dissemination. di8trib~tion, or copying of this fsx iS strictly prohibited. 
If you have rec;eivod this fmc in error, pi$$.Se notify the sender and permanently delete the fex 811d any attachments immedlately. 
You should nol retain, copy or use this fax or any aHschment tor any purpose, nor disclose all or any part of the contents lo any 
other perSon. 



DEC-20-2012 17:27 From: To:16454450330 

J:lmeg W. McClclland 
Sl:uuu Vic..c 11u.:lloidcnl 

590 Madison Avj;'nm~ 
ll1hFlonr 
New York, NY 10012 
Jirt.'(l 7.17. 307 284 5 
fn• HIIO H5R 'l358 
mllli<c BOO 5411511 
jJ.me~· w.mc.:c.:idl:md@ln~.;b.c.nm 

MorganStanley
SmithBarney 

December 11, 2012 

Overnight and Fax (646-446-0330) 

Attention: John F.W. Rogers, Corporate Secretary 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 

200 West Street 
New York, New York 10282 

Dear Corporate Secretary, 

Please be advised that Morgan Stanley Smith Bamey h(llds 25 shares ofGoldman Sachs 
Group ("Company") common stock beneficially for the ~ oup (CTV.().~~ 
proponcr;t of a shareholder proposal submitted to the Com an on December 6, 2 1;-il)~ 
accordance with Rule 14(a)-8 of the 8ccunt1es and Exchange Act of 1934. · shares 
of the Company's stock held by CTW have been held for at least one year from the date of 
submission of the proposal on December 6, 2012, shares having heen held continuously for more 
than a year. CTW intends to hold those shares through the date of the Company's 2013 aruma! 
shareholders' meeting. 

rr any other additional infommtion is required please feel free to contact. me. 

,.··· 
 

MlliK= Sunlcy Smilh Ehrm-y U C M<:lnlt~;t )11-'(' 
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From: Michael Pryce -Jones [mailto:Michael.Pryce-Jones@changetowin.org] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Nussen, Adam I 
Cc: Holmes, Dane [EO]; Joffe, Bess [EO]; Patricia Estevez 
Subject: RE: Proof of ownership 
Importance: High 

Adam: 

I’m afraid there has been a mix-up. Could you please re-send the proof of ownership using 
the attached. 

I have cc’d the Investor Relations team at Goldman Sachs who request the information. 

Thank you. 

Michael Pryce-Jones 

From: Joffe, Bess [mailto:Bess.Joffe@gs.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 10:31 AM 
To: Michael Pryce-Jones 
Cc: Holmes, Dane 
Subject: Proof of ownership 

Hi Michael – 

My lawyers have reviewed the proof of ownership that CtW submitted to us.  It apparently does not 
refer to the proposal submitted to us and the ownership date on it is incorrect. 

Can you please provided updated proof showing ownership as of the December 13 th date on which you 
submitted the proposal to us? 

Thanks. 

Goldman, Sachs & Co. 
200 West Street | New York, NY 10282 
Tel: 212-357-5077 | Fax: 212-291-5839 
Bess.joffe@gs.com 

Goldman

 Sachs
 

Bess Joffe 
Vice President 
Investor Relations 

mailto:/O=GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO./OU=WORLDWIDE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BESS.JOFFE800210181
mailto:Beverly.OToole@ny.email.gs.com
mailto:Jamie.Greenberg@ny.email.gs.com
mailto:Bess.Joffe@gs.com
file:////c/Bess.joffe@gs.com



December 13, 2012



Overnight and Fax (646-446-0330)



Attention: John F.W. Rogers, Corporate Secretary 

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 

200 West Street

New York, New York 10282



Dear Corporate Secretary,



	Please be advised that Morgan Stanley Smith Barney holds 25 shares of Goldman Sachs Group (‘’Company”) common stock beneficially for the CTW Investment Group (CTW), the proponent of a shareholder proposal submitted to the Company on December 13, 2012, in accordance with Rule 14(a)-8 of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934.  The requisite shares of the Company’s stock held by CTW have been held for at least one year from the date of submission of the proposal on December 13, 2012, shares having been held continuously for more than a year.  CTW intends to hold those shares through the date of the Company’s 2013 annual shareholders’ meeting.



	If any other additional information is required please feel free to contact me.





										Sincerely,



										

James W. McClelland











mailto:mailto:Michael.Pryce-Jones@changetowin.org


 

 

 

 
 

  
  

 
  

 
 

 
    

   

  
   

  
 

 
 
   
 
 
           
 
           

 
 

 

 

 

 

December 13, 2012 

Overnight and Fax (646-446-0330) 

Attention: John F.W. Rogers, Corporate Secretary 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 
200 West Street 
New York, New York 10282 

Dear Corporate Secretary, 

Please be advised that Morgan Stanley Smith Barney holds 25 shares of Goldman Sachs 
Group (‘’Company”) common stock beneficially for the CTW Investment Group (CTW), the 
proponent of a shareholder proposal submitted to the Company on December 13, 2012, in 
accordance with Rule 14(a)-8 of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934.  The requisite shares 
of the Company’s stock held by CTW have been held for at least one year from the date of 
submission of the proposal on December 13, 2012, shares having been held continuously for 
more than a year.  CTW intends to hold those shares through the date of the Company’s 2013 
annual shareholders’ meeting. 

If any other additional information is required please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

James W. McClelland 



To : 12027210661JAN-09-2013 17:27 From: 

MorganStanley 
SmithBarney 

To: Michael Pryce-Jones 	 From: James McClelland 

Fax: 202-721-0661 	 Pages: 1w/cover 

Phone: 202·721-0<560 	 Date: 1/07/13 

Re: 	 CC: 

0 Urg~nt 0 For Reviow 0 Please Comment 0 Please Reply 0 Please 

Recycle 

• 	 Comments: 

Hi, 

As per your request. 

ConfidentialitY, Notice: The information COr!((lined in this fax and any attachments may be legally privileged and contir:Jrmt/a/. If you 
ara not an intetJCfed recipient. you are h111raby notified thot any dissemination, distribution, Ot' copying of this fax Is Sti1Ctly prohibiter:J. 
If you have receivocJ this fsx in 111rror. ploase notify the sondor end permanently delete tho fax and ony attac;hments lmmediataly. 
You should not retain. copy or use lt1is fax or any ll/t8Chmenf for any PcJrpose, nor discloso tJ/1 or any part of t11e c;ontents to any 
othorparson. 















To:12027210661JAN-09-2013 17:27 From: 

James W M ..<:Jr. ll~nd 


Senior Vice l't<:std~nt 


5~10 M;uiison Avcn11~ 


J I rh riM•I 
 
Nnv Yurk, NY 10022 
 
Jim:t 212 307 ~8-i'i 


lax 800 H;>H 7358 
 
wll tree IIllO ;>44 151·1 
 MorganStanley 
j;lm<s.w.m,cld];,,,J(~mssb.c om SinithBarney 

December 13, 2012 

Overnight and Fax (646-446-0330} 

Attention : John F.W. Rogers, Corporate Secretary 

The Goldma n Sachs Group, Inc. 

200 West Street 

New York, New York 10282 

.Dear Corporate Secretary, 

Please be advised that Morgan Stanley Smith Bamey holds 25 shares ofGol.dman Sachs 
Group ("Company") common stock beneficially for the CTW Investment Group (CTW), the 
proponent of a shareholder proposal submitted to the company on December 13, 20 12~ in 

accordance with Rule 14(a)-8 of the securities and Exchange Act of 1934. The requisite shares 
of the Company's stock held by CTW have been held for at least one year from the date of 
submission of the proposal un December 13,2012 shares having been held continuously for 
more than one year. CTW intends to hold those shares through the date of the Company's 2013 
annual shareholders' meeting . 

If any other additional illft)rmalion is required pleuse teel free to contact me. 

M.>r~;:ou Stanley Smirh lbrucy ll.<'.. ,\lkmloc• Sli'C 
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